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  The Coxmate SRT+ Manual  

 

1.  Introduction   

The  SRT has been upgraded with a  new larger display and other new features . 

The SRTôs primary functions are audio amplification, display of rate, time and stroke count. It 

also has the ability to recall rate or time intervals, a metronome, and an alarm clock function 

ï to remind crews the race start is nigh.  The unit is fitted wit h a  RADIO  input connector ï 

this is used to connect to a radio to provide coach to crew communication.  

To get started, charge unit .   

 

2.  Installation  

  The SRT can be fitted to b oat using the  blue 

adjustable bracket or  the NK  adaptor whic h fits to 

the NK cup . 

  

Mount the adjustable bracket in optimum position 

and viewing angle for cox.  The pictures on left 

show three  examples for both bow and stern 

coxed boats.  This bracket is provided  with 

stainless screw sets and double sided tape for 

mounting to boat ï either can be used.  It can be 

mounted on horizontal or vertical surface.  The 

top right picture shows the  SRT being placed on 

mounting. Magnets hold SRT to mounting . The 

bracket has two friction hinges, enabling the arm 

between to be moved at will  ï see middle picture 

on right .  

  

 

  If the NK adaptor i s used  NK adaptor, then it is pushed into NK 

cup and SRT attached ï via magnets. See  pictures on left.  

Once the SRT is mounted then the 4 pin rubber harness connector 

and microphone connect or shoul d be plugged in.  
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  3.     Operation  

3.1 Charging: Connect charger to unit, i t will display XX% Batt  when being 

charged. XX% is the available battery capacity.  

3. 2  Turning Unit ON  

To turn unit on press  button. If you want the backlight  on, hold this button down for 2 

seconds when turning on.  

Once started , the SRT +  will go through a 

sequence, showing firmware version, date 

and time, alarm(time) setting  and volume 

setting. If connected to speakers there will be 

a beep  ï this tells you speakers are 

connected . SRT will then display Rdy  in lower 

right display section . If battery is low Lo Batt 
will flash.  If battery voltage is too low, 

unit will turn audio amplifier OFF , 

however  the display will continue to 

operate.  

3. 3  Adjusting Volume  

Set volume with  Vol [+][ -  ]  adjust buttons.  Vol 56%  -  volume will be temporarily 

displayed.  

Now you are ready to go.  Rate will be displayed upper left.  

 3. 4  Using Timer  

The timer is started by pressing Start   -  it will then display Set , and a pulse from seat 

sensor ( a second press of Start button will also start timer) .  

Stroke count will now be displayed (upper right )  and time ( lower right ) .  

You can also start timer with  count down start: Hold Start  button down for 2 seconds to 

start. Unit will then count down from 10 and beep and display GO when it reaches zero.  

To stop timer, press Stop  button ï it will stop on its own of no seat pulse received for 30 

seconds. When TIMER is stopped, StP  will be displayed lower left. If the Lap/Reset  button is 

pressed  after timer has been stopped , timer will res et to zero. If the Lap/Reset  button is 

pressed whi lst TIMER is running, it will display LAP time  and LAP . This will disappear after 5 

seconds, or when Lap/Reset button is pressed again . Each time Lap/Reset button is pressed, 

the time interval is recorded and can be recalled.  

3. 5  Turning Unit OFF : Unit will automatically turn OFF, if there are no speakers connected 

for 5 minutes and no buttons pressed. Alternatively hold  button down fo r 2 seconds.  

3. 6  Setting Time and Date:  Press Ent when  date/time is shown on power up ï you can 

then adjust with [ �x ], [ �z ] and Ent buttons.  Clock is 24 hour.  


